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Abstract Unified convergent networks (for fixed and mobile services) are considered to be an important step towards diversifying the set of services operators can
provide for their end-users. Although there has been a huge interest to unified convergent networks among Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) and Fixed Network
Operators (FNOs), the convergence is rather slow due to different factors such as
regulation, security, policies, spectrum and competitors. Moreover, each operators
have different long term strategies and position themselves based on these policies in
unified convergent networks. In this paper, we investigate unified fixed and mobile
deployment strategy as a unified service, which is different than typical leased line
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approach that is frequently utilized with no unification or (convergence). We present
different QoS strategies of MNOs before and after unified convergent networks and
introduce characteristics, benefits and limitations of these strategies. For validation
purposes of various QoS strategies, we build a real-world experimental testbed in
an operator environment. Our experimental results reveal how emerging services
(broadband Internet, voice, cellular) are affected in the studied QoS policies during
congestion inside the unified convergent networks architecture for different MNOs.
Keywords unified convergent networks · QoS · measurements · real-world testbed ·
experiments.

1 Introduction
Recent advances in wireless technologies have created a plethora of applications and
services that rely on fixed broadband services (e.g. IPTV) offered by players such as
operators (both fixed and mobile) as well as Over-the-Top (OTT) service providers.
Hence, wireless traffic in 2030 is expected to be 10, 000 times compared to 2010 [1].
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) need to cope with this continuous growth in
bandwidth demand from both producers and consumers of data traffic. For this
reason, operators are investigating novel technological solutions that can increase
their mobile and fixed network capacities while providing a diverse set of services in
flexible and cost efficient manner.
Recent technological advancements in 5’th generation mobile networking technology (5G) studies are expected to leverage the strengths of both wireless and optical
communications [2]. The target of 5G is to reach peak data rate of 20 Gbits/s in a
single cell [3]. This can be achieved with more heterogeneous network connections
and flexible and improved radio and transport infrastructures. However, cost-efficient
connection of cell sites into network and co-existence of various services within an operator’s offerings with dissimilar quality-of-service (QoS) requirements still remains
a major challenge. These diverse QoS requirements depend on the type of application
(voice, video, data) as well as the operator’s preferences on different prioritization
policies. For example, for a MNO video-on-demand applications’ traffic may have
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higher precedence over voice over IP (VoIP) applications traffic, whereas for some
MNOs Internet of Things (IoT) applications traffic can be of lower importance than
fixed voice applications/services. These existing and emerging services provided by
MNOs can also cover different user categories, e.g. free or premium users paying for
advanced QoS-support.
Fixed Network Operators (FNOs) on the other hand, are also experiencing a
similar trend of increased utilization of their infrastructure due to enriched set of
services (e.g. IPTV, high speed internet (HSI)) provided over fixed networks. However, those services provided by FNOs can differ compared to MNOs. For example,
MNOs are not able to provide high speed broadband connectivity without backhaul
connection of fixed networks whereas FNOs cannot provide mobility support for
their services. For complementing each others’ services and compensating the ever
increasing demands of operator (both FNOs and MNOs) end-users, fixed and mobile
networks need to evolve towards a new IP-based next-generation converged architecture. Hence, with the advent of broadband speeds and IP connectivity for data,
telecommunication operators are willing to achieve full convergence of fixed and mobile services and provide advanced set of services for their end-users. Consequently,
convergence can create new opportunities such as reduced cost (both capital expenditure (CapEx) and operating expenditure (OpEx)) and new revenue generating
services over a single converged network infrastructure.
Together with 5G era, MNOs are starting to invest in technologies that can
transform and upgrade their traditional roles in telecommunication ecosystem. Today, one of the main goals of MNOs is to go beyond providing only connectivity
services. They aim to be a service provider with capabilities higher up in the value
chain including unified fixed and mobile services, diversified applications and data
analytics. Unified convergence of fixed and mobile services can give a future vision
for MNOs with measurable benefits in terms of scalability, sustainability and cost.
Therefore, on the road to 5G, aggregation of multiple fixed and mobile technologies
to provide hybrid access to end-users, networks and services over the same network
infrastructure (core, aggregation and access) is one of the major design goals for
MNOs. As a result of this convergence, operators can provision both end-user and
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operator services over the converged infrastructure. In the next section, we list some
of the related works in the context of unified convergence networks in literature as
well standards and industry.

2 Related Works: Unified convergent networks in literature, standards
and market
During late 1990s, there was a big hype around fixed-mobile network convergence.
However, due to excessive spectrum license expenses and competitions, telecommunication operators’ focus turned into generating core competencies instead of focusing
on fixed and mobile networks together. Companies like British Telecom (BT) (UK)
and Vodafone (UK) were forced to focus on fixed and mobile networks respectively.
However with 5G era, convergence is starting to surface again. The main focus of 5G
is on aggressive Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for latency, reliability, availability and mobility. Moreover, the use cases for mission-critical IoT, connected vehicles
require end-to-end network slicing across core, transport, backhaul, fronthaul, etc. [4,
5]. Hence, 5G leads the world into a fully-converged network operators with fully
programmable networks, real-time negotiations together with diverse ecosystem of
MNOs, FNOs, Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO), Secure Mobile Virtual
Network Operators (S-MVNOs), Mobile Virtual Network Enablers (MVNEs), Mobile
Virtual Network Aggregators (MVNAs), etc. Towards 5G evolution, new business
models and services will be developed with fixed and mobile technologies [6]. The
study in [7] reflects on how standardized Fixed Mobile Convergence (FMC) has a
role in this new network deployment paradigm. In the framework of FMC, a new
system design for upcoming 5G networks is studied in [8].
Many works exist both in industry and Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs)
that present the benefits, risks and opportunities identified for unified convergent
networks. Major telecom operators such as Telefonica (Spain), KPN (Dutch), China
Mobile (China) and KDDI (Japan) have already demonstrated new revenue generations with FMC [9]. Based on different unified convergent network strategies, FNOs
such as BT are acquiring MNOs whereas some MNOs such as Vodafone and China
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Mobile are pursuing a strategy to acquire fixed networks and building up their own
fiber networks for backhaul respectively. Industry trends and related business opportunities are highlighted in different reports [10–12]. The white paper by Nokia [11]
gives a good overview of how FMC can benefit to both MNOs and FNOs. The white
paper in [12] has identified risks, opportunities and studied characteristics for different strategies of five types of operators (mobile only, mobile share greater than
fixed, balanced share (non-overlapping customer base), balanced share (overlapping
customer base) and fixed only operators) when FMC opportunity starts to become
prevalent. There are also standardization works done in this area based on the work
done in The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and in Broadband Forum [13] [14]. Standardization aspects of FMC towards the 5G Era for convergence
2.0 are studied in [15]. 3GPP has proposed a converged 5G core network architecture
in Release 15 to enhance the features of FMC [16]. The authors in [17] provide an
overview of next generation 5G converged networks with focus on hybrid access approaches in 3GPP, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Broadband Forum
(BBF). It’s expected that this trend of convergence will continue for MNOs as well
as FNOs. Hence, all operators should have a robust convergent strategy in order to
remain competitive in the telecom world.
In the literature, there are various works demonstrating the benefits of FMC and
how well it performs in terms of experimental and simulation results. EU COMBO
project1 has introduced the concept of next-generation point of presence (NG-POP)
where multiple services are served to user equipments (UEs) via different access
networks (e.g. fixed, mobile, WiFi) via a common IP Edge. 5GPPP project named
5G-Xhaul [2] is studying fixed/mobile convergence by designing a flexible converged
optical and wireless transport network. The paper in [18] proposes an evaluation
model for providing network services based on network convergence. The authors
in [19] are discussing realization of convergence in the framework of the NG-PoP
and converged subscriber data and session management with the universal access
gateway. The paper in [20] is analyzing different architectures for a unified optical
access/aggregation network as a step towards 5G infrastructure. A new perspec1
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tive to network convergence with a multi-dimensional end-to-end approach to 5G
network service design is given in [21]. The authors in [22] have discussed the benefits, operational and control issues for the integration of WiMAX and Ethernet
Passive Optical Network (EPON) technologies in the context of FMC. A hybrid
fiber-wireless (FiWi) network architecture which is realized by testbed integration of
cellular networks with installed optical fiber infrastructure is demonstrated in [23].
The authors in [24] are studying 5G transport convergence in future access networks
where the authors conclude that the benefit of convergence decreases significantly in
residential access when high bit rate interfaces are needed. Functional and structural
convergence of fixed and mobile access infrastructures and operator specific network
functions enhanced with recent trends of Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV) with cloud are studied in [25, 26].

2.1 Our Contributions
In this article, different than previous convergence studies both in terms of analytic, simulation and experimental results, we investigate different proposed unified
fixed and mobile service deployment strategies of MNOs. As far as the authors are
aware of, there is no detailed work on validation of the fixed and mobile service
convergence behaviour in case of congestion for different and realistic MNO policies using a real network operator’s infrastructure. We believe that this paper is
filling out this gap that has existed in the literature for a long time since fixed mobile convergence has been proposed and discussed in the context of mobile network
operators. Hence, the main contribution of this paper is to introduce a guidance
framework to MNOs so that they can enable converged fixed and mobile services
with customized QoS support for their services. In this paper, first we identify three
typical QoS policies of MNOs and analyze their benefits, limitations and characteristic features as well as possible QoS extension policies after unified fixed and mobile
service deployment. Second, for validation purposes, we build a real-world testbed
set-up environment and demonstrate experimental analysis results after measuring
the behaviour of different QoS policies of MNOs during congestion. Our end-to-end
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experimental testbed support different services and strategies of MNO. Experimental analysis results indicate how emerging services (e.g. broadband Internet, voice,
cellular) and applications on the same infrastructure are affected by congestion in
the converged fixed and mobile network.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The next section discusses
unified fixed and mobile convergence where we also propose different deployment
architectures as well as challenges for MNOs and FNOs. We then provide different
QoS policies as well as possible QoS extension strategies after unified fixed and mobile
deployment for MNOs in Section 4. We outline the system parameters, highlight
the testbed and demonstrate experimental results in Section 5. The final section,
Section 6 concludes the article.

3 Unified convergent network architecture: : Fixed networks with mobile
transport
We consider a unified convergent network architecture system design that can support integration of Gigabit-capable passive optical network (GPON) and cellular
technologies with two different architectures as shown in Fig. 1. Our main focus is
on downstream data communications.

3.1 Different Deployment Architectures
There are different strategies of providing fixed and mobile services as shown
in Fig. 1. Mobile backhaul usually works on leased lines from FNOs. These leased
lines can be based on Metro Ethernet, Time-division multiplexing (TDM) or Dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technologies. The services based on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) between core center and routers located at edge
sites are either communication on Layer 2 (L2) or Layer 3 (L3) domain.
In this paper, we envisage the whole structure beginning with the transmission
of mobile services over the fixed access infrastructure and continue with a MPLS
transport network that provides the architectural baseline for both mobile backhaul
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Fig. 1: Different Network Architecture Options (a) Leased Lines before convergence
(b) Convergence of fixed/mobile services with unified IP/MPLS.

and fixed networks. The system is designed to concurrently support multiple mobile
generations (2G/3G/4G) and different types of fixed services (IPTV/HSI/Voice)
on a single converged network infrastructure in both access and transport networks.
Fig. 1a shows how mobile traffic of cellular technologies is carried over fixed IP/MPLS
lines that are leased from FNO. In Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, Optical Line Terminal (OLT)
is at the service provider’s central office (CO). For fiber length reduction purposes,
Optical Network Units (ONUs) are deployed near end users in a Passive Optical
Network (PON) serving point-to multi-point.
Fig. 1a shows that with unified fixed and mobile service deployment, mobile
services can be transported as a separate overlay service (e.g. using overlay carrier
Ethernet-switched networks) over fixed network without degrading the structure.
In this strategy, fixed and mobile service convergence is present only in the access
domain, but not in the transport domain. QoS values for mobile services are transmitted in this leased circuit and are kept the same. Note that Fig. 1a is easy to
integrate and configure for each MNO. However, it is not flexible and can carry mobile data and voice traffic with high priority compared to fixed voice service during
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congestion periods. For this reason, it is not suggested to converge MPLS networks
of two separate networks (i.e. fixed and mobile networks) as an overlay. For example, if the leased line is premium service, mobile traffic will always be transported
with higher priority over fixed traffic regardless of the traffic type (voice or data). A
more detailed discussions of deployment impacts of this methodology are discussed
in Section 5.
In Fig. 1b, two networks are combined into one single MPLS network. For this
strategy, in addition to solving the complexity issue of the convergence process, it
is also necessary to determine new QoS values for transportation of all services over
mobile and fixed networks. The real benefit of this architecture is to bring new
revenue-generation services over a single converged fixed and mobile infrastructure.
This convergence can be at application, network and service layers. This architecture
and its implementation focus on network layer convergence especially the consolidation of L2 and L3 networks into a single IP/MPLS infrastructure. In this strategy
with unified IP/MPLS networks, all MNO/FNO’s traffic including their broadcast
IPTV, Internet fixed-mobile voice traffic, L2 services and L3 VPNs are carried together.

3.2 Challenges, Trends and Strategies in Unified Convergent Fixed/Mobile
Networks
One of the major telecommunication provider challenges is the data traffic growth
which is expected to rise to a total of 163 zettabytes (ZB) by 2025 [27]. Additionally,
overall telecommunication revenue is under pressure due to both horizontal an vertical services’ provided by competitive operators and OTT providers respectively. In
addition to these challenges, there exist other issues regarding spectrum, data security, regulation, etc. Therefore, telecommunication operators are at the crossroads
between providing high quality services for very high bandwidth demands of their
end-users and ensuring a sustainable business in future.
To manage the explosive traffic growth and ensure profitability at the same time,
development of a new flexible and end-to-end target architecture is necessary by
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transforming existing individual network components. For this reason, the termination of legacy infrastructure of FNOs/MNOs in future is inevitable. The main
requirement is to transform the network from fragmented “legacy” infrastructure
into a “converged” one while ensuring traffic to flow in all-IP network. To achieve
this goal, some of the important milestones to take into account are: to ensure virtualized service platforms and core network/cloud infrastructure via IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS), data analytics, IT cloud and SDN/NFV technologies, to generate common IP-based transport and aggregation networks via IP/MPLS core and
IP aggregation convergence, edge computing concepts and to converge mobile and
fixed access via next generation cellular technologies (e.g. 5G). A vendor independent
solution is also necessary that can bring in revenue advantage towards building an
optimal architecture. This is also dependant on the long-term strategies and different
requirements of each MNOs.

4 Different QoS Priority Strategies for Operators: Benefits and
Limitations
In real-world applications, unified fixed and mobile service deployment is not only
limited to fixed technology usage on the access side, but should also continue in transport networks. In this case, different QoS strategies of MNOs may lead to different
policies after complete integration of the mobile and fixed transport networks. These
different policies cover end-to-end evaluations of both QoS Class Identifier (QCI) in
radio access and assigned Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) markings in
transport networks.
In cellular networks, when a bearer is first established, an initial level of QoS is
assigned based on the priority level of the traffic (e.g. QCI value for 4G subscribers).
Generally, traffic is marked with pre-defined 802.1p (dot1p or .1p) and DSCP at
eNodeB egress. At the edge router, queuing/scheduling mechanisms are deployed
to protect the applications that suffer in the event of transient and unanticipated
congestion, such as voice or critical control plane protocols. The relevant queue
assignments are mapped inside transport network based on these priority levels.
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According to convergence strategy of a MNO in the network, precedence level of
the mobile and fixed services can vary inside transport network. In the case of QoS
planning, allocation of some of the precedence classes reserved for future services
is a management method implemented by operators. The new incoming service can
then be assigned to this reserved area. Alternatively, some scrolling can be done in
prioritization.
Implementation of QoS policies in transport network can differ among MNOs.
In Table 1, an example of three MNOs’ different QoS strategies and possible extensions of those MNO strategies in unified fixed and mobile service deployment
scenarios are illustrated. 3GPP has already defined QCI priorities based on analysis
over delay budget and other factors for different example services in [28] for Long
Term Evolution (LTE) design and deployment strategies. The proposed scenarios in
this paper are in line with 3GPPP’s proposal and reflects realistic MNO strategies
derived from operator’s own experiences. For DSCP values in Table 1, number 7
represents the highest priority value and number 0 represents the best-effort traffic’s
priority. Table 2 also summarizes the characteristics, benefits and limitations of these
different MNO policies.
In Table 1, MNO-1’s strategy for 2G/3G/4G services is to select control signalling
traffic as first, voice traffic second and data traffic as third priorities. Moreover, internal priorities from higher to lower for voice and data traffic are 2G, 3G and finally
4G (with the least priority. We name this MNO-1’s strategy as complementary strategy. This strategy has some benefits including easy configuration and management
features and low dropped voice probability during congestion. On the other hand,
in complementary strategy, 4G data can overwhelm the whole other traffic present
in the same queue due to its high bandwidth opportunities. Hence, it is important
to put traffic/services other than 4G data to different queues. For unified fixed and
mobile service extensions of QoS policies, all voice services have higher priority. In
that respect, it is reasonable to give same priority levels to fixed and 3G voices.
IPTV can be interpreted as data and is taken as same priority with 4G data. At the
same time, with unified convergent fixed/mobile services fixed data is carried out as
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best effort traffic. The primary reason is that fixed data brings too much load into
the network infrastructure.
In Table 1, MNO-2’s strategy is to utilize a QoS policy named as one protection strategy. In this strategy, 2G cellular technology is listed as the highest priority
among all other cellular technologies (i.e. 3G and 4G). This can be due to for example possible existence of an Cellular Internet of Things (CIoT) with 2G support for
Machine-Type of Communications (MTC) deployment solution. Today, most of the
low end IoT applications utilize 2G (GSM) technology thanks to its high maturity
levels and cost effectiveness. The order of priorities for all applications from higher
to lower are as follows: 2G signalling, 2G, 3G/4G signalling, 3G/4G voice and finally
3G/4G data with the lowest priority. Note that MNO-2’s strategy is ideal for differentiation of premium users’ data in transport networks. In MNO-2 strategy, critical
signalling data is carried with low priority values which can limit the availability of
services and cause connection loss during congestion. For unified fixed and mobile
service extensions of QoS policies, fixed voice may have the same priority as the voice
over LTE (VoLTE). IPTV is one level higher priority than fixed data and carried
with same priority as 3G data. Finally, 4G and fixed data together have the least
priority.
In Table 1, MNO-3 uses a hierarchical strategy for 2G, 3G, 4G technologies in
order. The priorities in descending order are signalling, voice and data for each
2G, 3G, 4G technologies. One of the biggest advantages of MNO-3’s strategy in
comparison with MNO-1 strategy is that by applying a hierarchical structure other
cellular networks’ (i.e. 2G/3G) data is protected against the overwhelming 4G data
traffic amount. However, hierarchical strategy is hard to configure inside network
equipments (e.g. in OLT, routers) and VoLTE can be lost easily. For unified fixed
and mobile service extensions with hierarchical QoS policy, fixed services (e.g. fixed
voice and data) are considered to be the least priority. At the bottom of the hierarchy,
fixed data is carried with the least priority. IPTV and fixed voice are prioritized above
fixed data. In this strategy, 2G signalling and data priorities are followed by 3G/4G
signaling, 3G voice and 3G data.
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Hierarchical Scheduling and Queuing: Hierarchical quality of service (HQoS)
allows MNOs to manage their QoS services at layers of hierarchy with the creation
of a hierarchy of virtual schedulers. Different priorities or weights can be assigned
for schedulers and queues to ensure that during congestion, high priority traffic can
still be forwarded nearly in real-time. A virtual scheduler or a queue is provisioned
with a committed information rate (CIR) and a peak information rate (PIR) that
decide how much bandwidth is allocated to that virtual scheduler/queue and the
maximum rate at which it can be serviced. A parent scheduler deals with bandwidth
allocation to its children in two passes. During the first pass, allocation of bandwidth
and the order that a child is serviced relative to other children is based on the child’s
CIR level and CIR weight. During the second pass, the allocation of bandwidth and
the order that a child is serviced relative to other children is based on the child’s
PIR level and PIR weight. CIR and PIR levels are used to define the strict priority
queuing order. The range of both CIR and PIR level is 1 to 8 and higher level (8 is
the highest priority) is exhaustively serviced before a lower level.
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Fig. 2: Unified convergent network demonstration using the testbed experimental
architecture of an operator in Turkey with fixed voice, fixed internet and cellular
network data generators.
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Table 1: Different MNO Strategies and priority mappings to different traffic types
before and after unified convergent fixed and mobile service.
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5 A Practical Case Study: Unified convergent networks in experimental
testbed
In this section, we highlight an experimental testbed infrastructure of an operator’s
R&D test lab in Turkey. Together with this infrastructure, we demonstrate and compare how well different QoS policies of MNOs and their possible unified convergent
extensions perform during congestion.

5.1 System Parameters and Experimental Testbed
The experimental test environment has been deployed to emulate both fixed and
mobile networks and create unified convergent testbed architecture. Fig. 2 shows the
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Table 2: Comparisons of different QoS strategies of different MNO profiles after
unified convergent fixed and mobile service.
MNO

Characteristics

Limitations

Strategy

Benefits
(i) Voice service oriented
(preserve voice in
case of congestion)

Comp.

(ii) Strict separation

Strategy

between traffic types
(iii) Evaluate 3G and 4G
data as latency
and loss tolerant

(i) Easy to configure
(i) 4G data can

and manage

be lost easily

(ii) Low voice drop

(ii) No priority for

chance due to

fixed and mobile data

congestion

(iii) Packet loss sensitive

(iii) Preventing data

IPTV is in drop risk

from negatively

during congestion

impacting
voice quality

(i) During congestion risk

One
Protection
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Advantages/

Always try
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of losing all

friendly

3G/4G voice and data

(ii) Keep one tech.

due to signaling loss

up (2G)

(ii) Critical signaling data

(iii) Ideal for premium

is carried in low priority,

user differentiation

affecting service availability

in transport domain

(i) Complexity in

Hierar.
Strategy

In case of congestion, first
4G affected than
3G and finally 2G.

configuration

No overlap

(ii) VoLTE can be

between different

lost easily

data types (2G,

(iii) No priority

3G, 4G)

for fixed service

utilized R&D testbed architecture showcasing the integration of a GPONs and a 4G
cellular network where voice, video and data traffic are generated by traffic generators
at constant transmission rate of 300 Mb/s. We installed a Nokia 7360 ISAM FX OLT
[29] and two Nokia 7750 SR-7 routers [30] to build the fixed network part in our test
architecture. OLT device has capacity of 480 Gb/s for controllers (NT) and has 40
Gb/s network capacity. SR-7 Routers have 2 Tbps routing/switching capacity and
provides hierarchical QoS (HQoS) for ports, user groups, users, and services with
scheduling based on tunnels and services [30]. All connections are made to 1 Gbps
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ports. An Nokia Small Form Factor Pluggable (SFP) Optical Network Terminal
(ONT) is inserted to Giga Ethernet port of cell site router to work compatible with
OLT device and transmission method is converted to GPON via this SFP ONT.
GPON technology allows allocation of aggregate bandwidth to each ONU based on
queue-oriented approach where each ONU performs up to eight different priority
queues to the granted bandwidth [31].
We used a Single radio access network (RAN) device for mobile network to provide cellular services (2G/3G/4G) from the same baseband unit (BBU). This device
is connected to a Nokia 7705 SAR-A cell site router with a system capacity of 10
Gb/s [32]. A Nokia 7750 SR-7 router is used as mobile packet access network router
for aggregation. Another 7750 device is used as security gateway, which is connected
to mobile core network. All mobile services are started from the cell site router as
L3VPNs. An L2 service is connected to the mobile core device via the fixed network routers. The routing protocol between mobile cell site router and packet access
network router is Open Shortest Path First (OSPF).

5.2 Experimental Results and Discussions
Experiments were conducted and data traffic is observed over IP/MPLS backhaul
network. We measured total throughput of different traffic types in time and determined the impact of congestion as well as different MNO profile strategies when
convergence with fixed and mobile networks is performed. Voice and Internet traffic service are emulated with different priorities. 4G data traffic is created by SFTP
download from a UE. Download (DL) speed and utilized resource blocks are observed
directly from test UE using TEMS data analytics tool [33]. Each experiment’s observation period lasted for four minutes and congestion is created between first and
third minute intervals and are marked as congestion interval inside all figures below.
We set the speed of the ports between two fixed network routers to 350 Mbps. Thus,
the aggregate traffic generated from 4G data and traffic generators are limited to a
maximum of 350 Mbps during congestion interval.
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QoS Support of unified convergent network architecture for different MNOs: The goal of QoS support experiments is to observe the overall system
performance and assess how the behaviour of different unified convergent network
strategies affects the performance. For this, we performed experimental tests with
different traffic types of services (fixed voice, fixed internet and cellular (4G,3G,2G),
etc.) applied to different MNO policies, i.e. to MNOs having complementary, one
protection and hierarchical strategies.

5.2.1 Throughput during congestion
In the conducted experiments, the traffic (both congestion and normal service traffic)
are generated by Viavi T-BERD 6000A testers [34] in two directions (upstream and
downstream). In this experiment, our aim is to showcase the traffic behavior of different MNO QoS strategies during congestion when convergence with fixed network
QoS policies exists. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate downstream throughput
values of different services during the observation interval.
In Fig. 3, due to complementary strategy profile of MNO-1 fixed Internet service
and 4G data service experience low data rates whereas fixed voice service is protected
during congestion interval. This is due to protection of whole voice service (fixed
and mobile) over data services (fixed and mobile) in complementary strategy. The
experimental results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that the fixed voice and Internet
transmission quality sharply deteriorate and drop out when congestion is gradually
increased in the network for MNO-2 (one protection) and MNO-3 (hierarchical)
respectively. Experimental results also demonstrate good 2G and 4G connectivity
performance of the received mobile data signals for MNO-2 and MNO-3 respectively.
This is due to 2G and 4G data protection policies in unified convergent QoS strategies
of one protection and hierarchical respectively. Fluctuations in cellular technologies
(2G, 4G) are due to the radio conditions which are observed via TEMS data analytic
tool.
Table 3 shows complementary MNO-1 strategy and priority mappings that are
used during our experiments before and after convergence for different resource types
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(a) Fixed Voice Service

(b) Fixed Internet Service

(c) 4G Data Service

Fig. 3: Complementary Strategy: MNO-1 KPI Performances during congestion interval.

(Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) and non-GBR) and DSCP values (from zero to seven).
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 demonstrate throughput values of different services during observa-
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(a) Fixed Internet Service

(b) Fixed Voice Service

(c) 2G Voice Service

Fig. 4: One Protection Strategy: MNO-2 KPI Performances during congestion interval.

tion interval. Fig. 6 shows fixed voice service data rates before and after convergence.
Due to protection policy of fixed voice service after convergence, data rate of fixed
voice service is protected during congestion interval compared to before convergence
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(a) Fixed Internet Service

(b) Fixed Voice Service

(c) 4G Data Service

Fig. 5: Hierarchical Strategy: MNO-3 KPI Performances during congestion interval.

strategy as outlined in Table 3. In Fig. 7, due to complementary strategy profile
MNO-1, fixed Internet and 4G data services experience low data rates. MNO-1’s
complementary strategy protects whole voice service over data services (both in
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Table 3: Complementary MNO-1 Strategy and priority mappings before and after
convergence.
Strategy/

Resource

Before

After

DSCP

Type

Convergence

Convergence

Signaling

Signaling

non-GBR

(2G,3G,4G)

(2G,3G,4G)

6

2G

2G

5

3G Voice

7

3G and Fixed
Voice

4

GBR

VoLTE

VoLTE

3

Premium Data

Premium Data

2

3G Data

3G Data

1

Reserved Data

(background, 4G),

Standard Data
non-GBR

IPTV
0

Standard Data
(background, 4G )

Fixed Data

fixed and mobile). Fluctuations in 4G data service before and after convergence are
due to the radio conditions which are observed via TEMS data analytic tool.
Fig. 8 demonstrates UE’s 4G data DL throughput results using TEMS analytic
tool in MNO-1’s complementary strategy scenario. Blue graph on top of the figure in
Fig. 8 shows the amount of transport block (TB) (in bits) sent within 1 ms time basis.
Congestion uses all of the frames during congestion interval. The block sizes decrease
with oscillations until the second minute. During congestion interval, block sizes don’t
oscillate much. The orange graph in Fig. 8 shows frame scheduling rate with time
which is the transmission time interval utilization rate (in percentage) in 1 ms time
basis. There exists a scheduling intensity before congestion period in orange graph
of Fig. 8. As the buffer relaxes instantly during the congestion interval, scheduling
becomes much easier. In Fig. 8, LTE Packet Data Convergence Protocol downlink
throughput (kbps) is shown in red graph. This red graph shows the throughput
experienced on application layer and reflects the download speed closest to the IP
layer. The ridges and outlets in the graph are caused by TCP protocol behaviour.
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(a) Fixed Voice Service before convergence

(b) Fixed Voice Service after convergence

Fig. 6: Complementary MNO-1 Strategy: KPIs during congestion.

Sudden inches and exits are caused by radio-conditions. Since data transfer was
made at a high data rate, oscillations have occurred. Last graph in Fig. 8 in light
blue indicates the number of physical resource blocks (count) used in the average
DL The resource blocks have high density of usage up to the second minute before
congestion. The number of resource block oscillations decreases during congestion.
Moreover after congestion interval, resource blocks are allocated instantly.
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(a) Fixed Internet Service after convergence

(b) 4G Data Service after convergence

Fig. 7: Complementary MNO-1 Strategy: KPIs during congestion.

5.2.2 Discussions on unified convergent network strategies of MNOs

Note that providing overlay services as in Fig. 1a to MNOs is easy for integration
purposes. However, there is no any distinction between each MNO’s strategies (hierarchical, complementary or one protection) in overlay service since mobile data
is carried with higher priority than fixed data and voice service traffic. This limits
the flexibility for QoS configuration as well as new service deployments. It is also an
abnormal situation in case a congestion happens in the network, fixed voice service
will be the first to be affected (e.g. emergency voice line disconnection or deterioration) rather than mobile 4G data service (that can be a high bandwidth demanding
service such as gaming). This also contradicts the customer experience management
strategy of MNOs that values seamless connectivity for their end-users. Therefore,
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Fig. 8: 4G data throughput results during congestion interval. [Figure best viewed
in colors.]

the experimental results for overlay service methodologies of all MNOs performed
similar behaviour with hierarchical strategy and are omitted here.
In Fig. 1b architecture, integration of routing protocols, configurations and Operation, Administration and Management (OAM) is difficult and requires huge operational burden for operators. The underlying unified IP/MPLS domain can also cause
some other problems due to management of huge routing domain. In our analysis,
we have simply extended unified convergent network strategies of MNOs based on
mobile based strategies. At the same time, these extensions are not unique and there
can be various other combinations of applying QoS policies on different converged
mobile and fixed services. However, base services provided by MNOs have higher
varieties than base services provided by FNOs. Therefore, instead of forming a new
QoS strategy from scratch, MNO’s strategies can be used as a benchmark to update
the QoS policies of integrated networks after convergence.
A Hybrid QoS strategy option: The main aim of a good QoS strategy is
to foster better utilization of network resources. Additionally, this strategy needs to
provide a simpler network operation and control with high scalability options in re-
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sponse to expected traffic growth in 5G/IoT networks. In real operational networks,
MNOs have their eNodeBs pre-configured so that packet forwarding/scheduling (e.g.
L2 protocol configurations, admission and queue thresholds, weights of scheduling algorithms) are handled based on QCI values. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of possible
hybrid QoS strategy where each site (or eNodeB) is configured to belong to different
QoS strategies discussed in this paper, i.e. site A having complementary strategy,
site B having hierarchical strategy and site C having one-protection strategy. Hence,
UEs’ QCI values at those different sites are also different. In Fig. 9, UE-1 and UE-4
are connected to Site A and Site C respectively. UE-2 handovers from Site B to Site
A over same Serving Gateway (S-GW) and UE-3 handovers from Site B to Site C
over different S-GW. When a UE becomes active in connection, a LTE E-RAB (EUTRAN Radio Access Bearer) is established in the network. Each E-RAB contains
defined QoS parameters such as throughput, end-to-end delay, jitter, etc. Additionally, allocation and retention priorities and GBR parameters are also supported with
E-RAB [35]. Thus, depending on the MNOs’ QoS strategy and traffic types, UE’s
QCI value (whose range of the class is from 1 to 9) during the active session is determined with this E-RAB establishment. Assigned QoS parameter values continue
to be kept same until UE connection is terminated.
For example, whenever mobile UE-2 handovers into another site, UE-2 can encounter problems if it does not hold the same QoS strategy with the new site. If
new site’s QoS strategy is different, e.g. has lower QCI value than the previous site,
those QoS parameters must be re-acquired by UE-2 via establishing a new E-RAB
connection. In case UE-2 does not update, it will continue to keep its previous QoS
strategy, e.g. assume Internet data traffic will keep using QCI = 1 assigned in previous site. However, if QCI = 6 is used for Internet data traffic in the QoS strategy of
new site, all active UEs that was established previous E-RAB connection with new
site, e.g. UE-4, will have to access Internet with lower priority. In this case, UE-3 will
be higher priority than UE-4 even though other UEs inside the new site are accessing
the same service under the same service group. This creates unfair resource allocations. In that case, existing session for UE-2 must be terminated and re-established.
However, this situation can be mitigated technically as well. In case UEs handover
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to another cell in a given geographical region, new profiles can be mapped between
the old and new QoS profiles into those UEs on Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) and S-GW sides. This ensures that QoS profile of moving UEs is kept
constant. Additionally, the same mapping profile can be done when UE handovers
between S-GWs, as in UE-3’s movement path. However, since a MNO is operating
more than one S-GW with hundreds of sites, several combinations of profile mappings have to be done simultaneously in this scenario. From MNO point of view,
this extra mappings bring additional planning and operational load that make it
unfeasible to manage a large-scale network and provide nationwide coverage. Therefore, while it is technically possible to apply a hybrid QoS strategy, this situation is
avoided by operator unless exceptional cases occur.

Fig. 9: A diagram for illustrating the shortcomings and limitations of a potential
hybrid QoS strategy in an operator’s infrastructure.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Unified convergent network architecture is a promising approach to support a plethora
of future services and applications. In this paper, we have presented an overview of
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different MNO strategies in terms of QoS support for different traffic types in terms
of their characteristics, limitations and advantages. Two deployment options (unified
or overlay service backhaul) are discussed for unified convergent networks each with
their pros and cons. Additionally, based on each MNO’s strategy behaviour in mobile
domain, possible extension strategies after convergence are discussed. Additionally
for validation purposes, we built a real-world test scenario considering three different
strategies of MNOs after convergence and showcased DL throughput performances
of different types of fixed and mobile services during congestion. Our results indicate
that based on the MNO’s strategy after convergence, different traffic types can yield
different behaviour during congestion. This indicates that MNOs should prioritize
their policies depending on their long term goals. On the road to 5G, QoS strategies
can be updated with new real-time (vehicle-to-everything) and non-real-time (Delay
Tolerant Network) services connected to 5G. With advances in device bandwidth
capacities, network redundancy capabilities, transmission rates and device data processing capabilities, QoS policies can also be simplified as a future work.
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